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ABSTRACT

We present a novel framework based on hidden Markov models (HMMs) for matching feature point sets, which capture
the shapes of object contours of interest. Point matching algorithms provide effective tools for shape analysis, an important problem in computer vision and image processing applications. Typically, it is computationally expensive to find the
optimal correspondence between feature points in different
sets, hence existing algorithms often resort to various heuristics that find suboptimal solutions. Unlike most of the previous algorithms, the proposed HMM-based framework allows us to find the optimal correspondence using an efficient
dynamic programming algorithm, where the computational
complexity of the resulting shape matching algorithm grows
only linearly with the size of the respective point sets. We
demonstrate the promising potential of the proposed algorithm based on several benchmark data sets.
Index Terms— Shape matching, hidden Markov model
(HMM), graph alignment.
1. INTRODUCTION
Shape analysis and image registration are two key problems
in computer vision and image analysis [1]. They can provide
useful information and insights in various disciplines, including biology and medicine [2]. These two problems are often formulated as a “point matching” problem, since feature
points are representative of the original image or shape and
also amenable to analysis. Finding the correct dense correspondence between such feature points is the crucial first step
for image analysis. In this paper, we focus on the problem
of shape matching, especially, establishing the optimal correspondence between object contours, represented by sets of
sampled contour points.
Shape matching can be categorized into rigid and nonrigid shape matching. The former problem is relatively easy
and it has been well studied [3]. Currently, active research is
mainly focused on nonrigid shape matching. In recent years, a
number of successful algorithms have been developed, where
examples include iterated closest point (ICP) algorithm [4],
thin-plate spline-robust point matching (TPS-RPM) algorithm [5], shape context algorithm [6], free-form deformation

(FFD) algorithm [7], and landmark-sliding algorithm [8]. As
noticed in [9, 10, 11, 12], many of these algorithms ignore the
local neighborhood structure around each point, although it is
important to preserve the local structure so that the objects of
interest can deform only within certain physical constraints.
More research efforts [10, 11, 12] have been made to incorporate such structural restrictions, including higher-order
constraints to find physically reasonable correspondence.
However, most of the available algorithms are computationally expensive and the most recent algorithm given in [10]
has cubic complexity with respect to the size of the point sets.
Due to the high computational cost of finding the optimal
solution, many algorithms resort to various heuristics that
lead to suboptimal solutions.
In this paper, we address the shape matching problem
in the framework of hidden Markov models (HMMs). A
similar framework has been recently applied to biological
network alignment by the authors [13, 14]. Based on HMMs,
we propose a general probabilistic framework for scoring
shape similarity and present an efficient search algorithm that
can find the optimal correspondence between shape contour
points with the highest score. By appropriately parameterizing the HMMs, local neighborhood structure at each contour
point can be naturally incorporated into this probabilistic
framework. In addition, the HMM-based approach provides
a natural mechanism for rejecting outliers, and it prevents
cross-overs (neighboring points with swapped correspondence), which may occur in many algorithms [4, 5, 6, 12].
Furthermore, our HMM-based shape matching algorithm has
linear complexity with respect to the number of the contour
points in each set, which makes matching large point sets
computationally feasible.
2. SHAPE MATCHING USING HMM
2.1. Shape matching as graph alignment
We focus on pairwise shape matching in this paper. However,
as we show later, our algorithm can be extended for matching
multiple shape contours in a straightforward manner. Assume
we have two shape contours: U = {u1 , u2 , . . . , uN1 } with
N1 points; and V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vN2 } with N2 points, which
are in fact the sample points along the respective shape con-
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Fig. 1. (A) Example of two graphs G1 and G2 representing two shape
contours (each circle corresponds to a point). (B) A virtual path s that corresponds to the alignment of best matching paths. (C) The best-matching pair
of paths p (in G1 ) and q (in G2 ).
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Fig. 2. HMMs that allow insertions and deletions in the best-matching pair
of paths. The dots next to the hidden states represent all possible symbols
corresponding to virtual nodes in s that can be emitted. For simplicity, the
detailed illustration of the hidden states in the HMMs are shown only for the
nodes u1 and u4 in G1 ; v1 , v2 , v3 , and v6 in G2 .

tours. Based on the prior information about these points, we
can define the edges between neighboring contour points and
represent them as graphs G1 and G2 . In 2D shape matching,
these graphs have a linear structure. However, it should be
noted that the framework also admits more general structures
for 3D shape matching.
To establish the correspondence between contour points,
we formulate a graph alignment problem, where we aim to
find the most similar pair of linear paths (p, q), where p
belongs to the graph G1 and q belongs to G2 . Figure 1A
shows an example with two graphs representing two shape
contours. Our task is to find the optimal pair of linear paths
in the respective graphs, where the constituent points have the
best matching correspondences (see Fig. 1C). As the contour
points from different sets can be sampled in different ways,
the best matching paths may have flexible number of insertions and deletions, as shown in Fig. 1C, which provides an
automatic outlier-rejection mechanism. Note that “insertions”
and “deletions” are relative terms. They can also be viewed as
surrogates for introducing “many-to-one” or “one-to-many”
correspondences between points.

can be constructed in a similar way. Figure 2 illustrates the
HMMs that correspond to the graphs shown in Fig. 1A. In
order to find the best matching pair of paths, we define the
concept of a “virtual” path s = s1 s2 . . . sL that contains L
nodes, as shown in Fig. 1B. A node st in the virtual path can
be viewed as a symbol that is emitted by a pair of hidden
states (pt , qt ) = (uj , v` ) in the respective HMMs. From this
point of view, the two HMMs can be regarded as generative
models that jointly emit the virtual path s, and the underlying state sequence for s will be a pair of state sequences p
and q in the respective HMMs. Therefore, the concept of a
virtual path can naturally couple a path in G1 with another
in G2 , providing a convenient framework for identifying the
correspondence between sample points in the given contours.
Note that, the matching paths p and q contain L states each,
but they may contain one or more accompanying states which
represent gaps. The proposed framework does not impose
any restriction on the number of gaps and their locations in
the matching paths.

2.2. Hidden Markov models

Based on the described HMM structure, we now define a
matching score S(p, q) for a pair of paths in these HMMs.
In order to obtain meaningful results, S(p, q) should sensibly integrate the similarity h(pt , qt ) between matched states
(corresponding to contour points) pt = uj and qt = v` (1 ≤
t ≤ L), the connectivity w1 (pt−1 , pt ) between pt−1 = ui and
pt = uj , the connectivity w2 (qt−1 , qt ) between qt−1 = vk
and qt = v` (2 ≤ t ≤ L), and the penalty for possible gaps.
The HMM-based representation in Sec. 2.2 provides an effective probabilistic framework that can be used for this purpose.
We first define two mappings f1 : w1 (ui , uj ) 7→ t1 (uj |ui )
and f2 : w2 (vk , v` ) 7→ t2 (v` |vk ), which convert w1 (ui , uj )
and w2 (vk , v` ) to the following transition probabilities

To find the best matching pair of paths, we adopt the hidden
Markov model (HMM) formalism. Let us first focus on the
construction of a HMM for G1 . Each node ui ∈ U (a contour
point) in G1 corresponds to a hidden state in the HMM. For
convenience, we represent this hidden state using the same
notation ui . For neighboring nodes (points) ui and uj , we
add an edge between states ui and uj in the HMM. At this
stage, the resulting HMM has an identical structure as the
graph G1 . To accommodate gaps (insertions and deletions),
we add an accompanying state ũi for every state ui . Next, we
add an outgoing edge from each state to the corresponding
accompanying state and we also add outgoing edges from the
accompanying state to all the neighboring states of the original state ui . We also allow consecutive insertions or deletions by enabling self-transitions at ũi . The HMM for G2

2.3. Finding matched paths in HMMs

P (pt = uj |pt−1 = ui )

=

t1 (uj |ui ) = f1 (w1 (ui , uj ))

(1)

P (qt = v` |qt−1 = vk )

=

t2 (v` |vk ) = f2 (w2 (vk , v` ))

(2)

between the corresponding hidden states in the HMMs. The
mappings f1 and f2 should follow the constraints in [14] so

that t1 (uj |ui ) and t2 (v` |vk ) are legitimate probabilities. In
addition to this, we define another mapping g : h(uj , v` ) 7→
e(uj , v` ) that converts h(uj , v` ) to the following “pairing”
probability
P (pt = uj , qt = v` ) = e(uj , v` ) = g(h(uj , v` )),

(3)

which is the emission probability of a virtual symbol st at
a pair of underlying hidden states (pt , qt ) = (uj , v` ) in the
respective HMMs. The mapping g should be defined such
that the resulting probability e(uj , v` ) is legitimate [14].
Now the problem of finding the best-matching pair of
paths is transformed into the problem of finding the optimal
pair of state sequences in two HMMs that jointly maximize
the observation probability of s. We can find the optimal
solution in polynomial time by using a dynamic programming algorithm, which is conceptually identical to the Viterbi
algorithm. We first define γ(t, j, `) as the log-probability of
the most probable pair of state sequences for a subsequence
b
s = s1 . . . st of length t(≤ L), where the two underlying
states for st are pt = uj and qt = v` . We have the following
recursive equation:
h
γ(t, j, `) = max γ(t − 1, i, k)
i,k

+

log t1 (uj |ui ) + log t2 (v` |vk )

+

i
log e(uj , v` ) .

(4)

We repeat the above iterations until t = L. The maximum
log-probability of the virtual path s is given by:
h
i
log P (p∗ , q∗ ) = max log P (p, q) = max γ(L, j, `),
p,q

j,`

2.5. Parameterization of HMMs
The quality of the point matching results obtained from our
HMM-based algorithm is determined by the transition and
pairing probabilities (scores) of the HMMs. In this section,
we present an effective scheme for choosing the parameters
based on the local structure of the feature points.
To capture the local structural properties of each contour
point, we extract its 2K-nearest neighbors on the shape contour graph. These nearest neighbors form a contour segment.
Let us denote the coordinates of these neighbors as
„
Σj =

ux
j−K
uyj−K

ux
j−K+1
uyj−K+1

2.4. Extension to point matching for multiple sets
It is straightforward to extend the described pairwise matching algorithm for matching the points in multiple sets. Without loss of generality, we only consider the extension to the
alignment of three sets. Given three graphs G1 , G2 , and G3 ,
we construct the corresponding HMMs based on their structures. We again use the concept of a virtual path, and now we
assume that a virtual path s is jointly emitted by these three
HMMs. The emission of a virtual symbol st is now governed
by a pairing probability e(uj , v` , xn ) of three hidden states
uj , v` , and xn in the respective HMMs. We can derive a similar recursive equation as (5) to find the optimal matching.

···
...

ux
j+K
uyj+K

«
,

(6)

where uxj and uyj are uj ’s x and y coordinates, respectively.
We subtract uj = (uxj , uyj )T from each column of Σj as the
matching should be invariant to translation of shape contours.
We further take the singular value decomposition (SVD):
Σj − uj × 1 = Rj Λj Uj . Λj is a diagonal matrix and will
have at most two non-zero diagonal entries, which tells the
shape of the distribution of these nearest neighbor points.
Assuming that λ1j and λ2j are the two non-zero diagonal entries in descending order, we use the ratio λ2j /λ1j as our local
shape feature, since shape matching should also be invariant
to the size of the given contours. Rj in fact gives the overall
direction of these points θj :

(5)

where {p∗ , q∗ } = arg maxp,q [log P (p, q)] is the optimal
pair of state sequences that correspond to the best matching paths in the given HMMs. Once we have computed
log P (p∗ , q∗ ), it is straightforward to find {p∗ , q∗ } by tracing the recursive equations that led to the maximum logprobability log P (p∗ , q∗ ). The computational complexity
of the above optimization algorithm is O(LM1 M2 ), where
L is the length of the aligned paths that we want to find,
M1 is the number of edges in G1 , and M2 is the number of
edges in G2 . S(p, q) = log P (p, q) can serve as a good
similarity score between the matching paths. In principle, we
can also use non-stochastic pairing scores sem (uj , v` ) and
transition scores s1tr (uj |ui ) and s2tr (v` |vk ) in the recursive
equation (4), in place of the log-probabilities log e(uj , v` ),
log t1 (uj |ui ), and log t2 (v` |vk ), respectively. This will yield
a non-stochastic score instead of an observation probability.

ux
j
uyj

···
···

„
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cos θj
− sin θj
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cos θj

«
,

(7)

We now use these two local structural characteristics to define the pairing and transition scores in the HMMs. First, the
pairing score between two hidden states that correspond to
contour points is defined as follows:
sem (ui , vk ) = Gh (

λ2j δk2
,
),
λ1j δk1

(8)

where Gh (·, ·) is a similarity function whose value is determined by the difference of the ratios of these diagonal entries
so that we make sure the local shape are similar around the
“paired” states; and δ is used to denote the diagonal entries of
the second shape contour. Note that the pairing score can also
incorporate the similarity between additional image features,
for example, local image features or invariants like SURF
(Speeded Up Robust Features) [15] and SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) features [16]. If either ui or vk is an
accompanying hidden state in the HMMs, we set a constant
∆em as the gap penalty. We disallow matching two accompanying hidden states by setting the corresponding pairing score
to −∞.
We can view the process of emitting the virtual path as a
Markovian walk on a product graph of the two HMMs. Therefore, instead of individually specifying the transition scores
s1tr (uj |ui ) and s2tr (v` |vk ), we can combine these two scores
into one function sijk`
tr :
sijk`
=
tr



Gw (θi − θj , φk − φ` )
0

if dij > 0 and ek` > 0
otherwise,

(9)

where Gw (·, ·) is a similarity function determined by the difference of the direction changes between θi and θj , and between φk and φ` , respectively. dij and ek` are edges in G1

A

B

a useful first step in many image analysis applications. The
proposed framework can be extended for shape registration
and motion analysis by integrating additional features into
the proposed HMM-based graph alignment framework. Our
future research will focus on shape matching for more general graph structures and thorough experimental validation of
the proposed algorithm based on a quantitative scheme given
in [12].
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